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 ALT-SHIFT |                              | CREATIVE LABORATORY



DANCING PUBLIC ART IN VANCOUVER 
SUPPORTED BY DES ARTS DEHORS/ARTS OUTSIDE 2017 PROGRAM  

FROM MADE IN BC,  DANCE ON TOUR 

PROJECT PRESENTATION 

ALT-SHIFT dance collective, in collaboration with Des Arts Dehors/Arts Outside program 
from Made in BC - Dance on tour, is proposing their choreographic piece ENTRELACS 
around artworks in Vancouver’s public spaces.  

On a playground of variable geometry, ENTRELACS weaves its performative space with an 
evolutionary fine canvas of elastic strings.  The choreography shapes itself according to the 
surrounding and reinterprets the urban landscape in a poetic yet ephemeral way. With the 
moving architecture created by the elastics, the piece really connects with the visual arts. 
This connection supports our desire to initiate a dialogue with public art. We offer, in the 
citizens’ daily lives, an original artistic experience while promoting contemporary dance and 
artworks in the urban landscape. 

During the summer 2016, the presentation of ENTRELACS in Marguerite-Bourgeoys Park 
(Montreal) brought us a new vision and direction in the production of the show. The 
performance integrated the massive and fluent sculpture of Pierre Bourgault in our elastics 
web. Inspired by the artwork, the performers reached even further in their capability to 
renew and adapt their artistic proposition.  
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http://www.apple.com
https://annefloredanse.com/creations-collaborations/alt-shift-2014/entrelacs/


“ The choreographic proposal ENTRELACS truly integrated Pierre Bourgault imposing 
sculpture, suggesting an unusual artistic experience to Marguerite Bourgeoys Park 
accustomed bystanders. Supported by a violonist, the three dancers respectfully 
invite, in a playful and poetic way, to rediscover public art...we would like to see that 
more often.” 

Louis Xavier Sheitoyan, cultural agent (Sud-Ouest district, Montreal) 
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GOALS OF THE PROJECT 

With Entrelacs, we wish to invest public spaces (inside or outside) with artworks in order to 
pursue the following goals:  

• Invest on public area (inside or outside) with public art to enhance the awareness 
of the city’s public artworks and the artists involved 

• Energize the public area around the artwork  

• Offer to citizens a fresh and original perspective to everyday life landscape by 
integrating contemporary dance. 

• Renew and adapt the project ENTRELACS by letting the artwork inspire us 

• Offer community engaged workshops in public areas 

DANCING PUBLIC ART is a project that will allow ALT-SHIFT dance collective to broaden their 
opportunities of artistic collaborations and to encounter various audiences, pursuing the 
goal to make contemporary dance more accessible. We are enthusiastic and confident that 
this project will enrich Vancouver’s artistic landscape and  we thank you warmly for your 
involvement.  

WORKSHOPS | ENGAGING WITH THE COMMUNITIES 

We think that offering community engaged workshops at the performance site will 
consolidate the objectives of DANCING PUBLIC ART project. By their commitment, the 
participants will surely energize the public space around the artwork and therefore, play an 
active role in increasing  the city’s public art awareness. 

The workshops offered are related to the choreography ENTRELACS and will be adapted to 
include informative features on the artwork involved. Participants will discover, in turn, 
activities in connection with ENTRELACS creative process, whether developing movement 
with live music or setting motion with the elastics strings used in the performance. Besides 
achieving the production’s goals, the workshops will stimulate the participants creativity and 
enhance their sense of group listening.  

For more information on the community engaged workshops, please contact us.  
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https://annefloredanse.com/contact/


ALT-SHIFT | ARTISTIC STATEMENT 
ALT-SHIFT is  is a creative laboratory founded in 2013 by the choreographers Anne-Flore de 
Rochambeau and Liliane Moussa. Exploring the complementarity of their respective artistic 
visions, co-creators are interested in the effects of physical memory and the environment on 
our posture, the way we move and approach the world. Inspired by the adaptive potential of 
the body and alterities thereunder, they decide to invest the public space and to live the 
evolutionary quality of their choreography. They offer an in-situ and immersive 
choreographic work, open to the unpredictability, artistic collaborations and exploration of 
multiple venues. 

ENTRELACS | IN SITU DANCE WORK   

On a playground of variable geometry, ENTRELACS weaves its performative space with an 
evolutionary fine canvas. Elastic lines interlace the natural architecture and the site's urban 
furniture. This soft web influences the dancers' trajectory and simultaneously enveloping 
and including observers in their journey. Echoing this moving architecture, a violinist begins 
a dialogue with dancing bodies. 

Choreographers | Liliane Moussa & Anne-Flore de Rochambeau 
Dancers | Marine Rixhon, Anne-Flore de Rochambeau,  

Liliane Moussa or Alexia Martel 

Violoniste | Guido Del Fabbro or Lana Tomlin 
Duration | 20 minutes 
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DANCE COLLECTIVE RESUME 

ALT-SHIFT dance collective has steadily performed ENTRELACS in Montreal and the 
surroundings for the past two years, including FAST and Quartiers Danse Festival in 2015, 
Festival des Arts de Montréal-Nord, TaDa Festival in Wakefield and different opportunities in 
some of the city’s neighborhoods in 2016. ENTRELACS also travelled to Saint-Malo (France) 
as part of La Maison du Québec 2016 program. In relation to this choreographic work, the 
collective has also given numerous community engaged workshops. Alt-Shift is now 
collaborating with the digital media art collective Popcore for an interdisciplinary project, the 
Laboratoire Popmolle.  

2016  
Ta Da festival, Wakefield, Sept 10th. // Park Marguerite-Bourgeoys, Sud-Ouest district 
Montreal, Aug 21st // Samedis urbains, Sallaberry-de-Valleyfield, Aug. 13th // La Maison du 
Québec à St-Malo, France, July 29, 30 & 31th // Place Jacques-Cartier, Montreal, July 6th // 
Park Médéric-Martin, Montreal, July 5th // Festival des Arts de Montréal-Nord, May 28th 

2015  
Festival Quartiers Danses (5 performances) : Place Émilie Gamelin, Place des Festivals, 
Mount Royal Belvedere, Sept 

2014  
FAST, Sorel Tracy (Festival Art Sorel Tracy), Aug.  

Upcoming : ENTRELACS will be part of the evening of dance performance of the new Art 
Lounge Gallery (Montréal) on November 25th, 2016. 

VIDÉO LINKS 

Excerpt (2min)   https://vimeo.com/143161466  
From performances at Quartiers Danses Festival, Place des festivals, Montréal, Sept. 2015 

Saint-Malo (Excerpt 2 min) :  https://vimeo.com/anneflore/entrelacsstmalo 

(Full length video available upon request) 
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https://vimeo.com/143161466
https://vimeo.com/anneflore/entrelacsstmalo
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PARK MARGUERITE-BOURGEOYS - SCULPTURE FROM PIERRE BOURGAULT - AUG. 2016

Photos © Hani Debbache
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MAISON DU QUÉBEC IN SAINT-MALO - AUG. 2016

Photos © Alt-shift 
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Photos © Simon Ménart

PERFORMANCE IN AN ART GALLERY FOR THE FAST FESTIVAL- AUG. 2014 
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Photos © Jackie Hopfinger

QUARTIERS DANSES FESTIVAL - SEPT. 2015



ARTISTS BIOGRAPHIES 

ANNE-FLORE DE ROCHAMBEAU  |  CO-CHOREOGRAPHER & DANCER 

After her academic training in Paris, New York and 
Montreal where she is now established, Anne-Flore 
de Rochambeau evolves as a performer and 
choreographer. In 2013, she began a triptych inspired 
by the fluid dynamics theory, which different parts are 
presented in Montreal, Toronto and France. Anne-
Flore has worked for various creators including 
Christian Ben Aim, Paula de Vasconcelos, and is now 
in creative process with Parts&Labour_Danse cie. 
Exploring the social nature of the individual, her 
compositions reflect unconscious mechanisms that 
characterize our interactions. She proposes an 
organic and intuitive language to awaken a sensory 
relationship with the audience. 

LILIANE MOUSSA  |  CO-CHOREOGRAPHER & DANCER 

Liliane Moussa is a current physiotherapist, 
choreographer, performer and mom. She harmonizes 
her di fferent roles in the explanat ion and 
understanding of human movement and expresses 
her thoughts by choreography. After she graduated in 
2012, She presented her work at Bouge d'Ici and 
Danzalborde Festival in Valparaiso and was an 
emerging choreographer for Springboard Project. She 
created a climbing and dance laboratory presented at 
The Shakti Rock Gym in 2013. She now focuses her 
ind iv idua l research on spor ts and dance 
crossbreeding. Liliane presented her new creation 
Finale au sol  at the Fringe Festival 2015 and Bouge 
d’Ici 2016. Liliane now lives in Vancouver and is 

excited to discover and get involved in the city’s dance scene. 
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MARINE RIXHON  |  DANCER  

From Belgium, Marine Rixhon gets a high ballet 
training at l’Académie Gretry and Athénée Royal 
de Fragnée at an early age. She discovers 
contemporary dance in James Carles formation 
center (Toulouse). She is now graduated in the 
contemporary dance BA from UQAM. Since her 
arrival in Montreal, she has been working with 
various choreographers such as Les Soeurs 
Schmutt, Manon Oligny and Sarah Dell’Ava. 

 

ALEXIA MARTEL  |  DANCER 

After her dance training at L’École de danse 
contemporaine de Montréal in 2012, Alexia 
Martel worked with various choreographers 
such as Marie Béland, with whom she 
participated to the Jeux de la Francophonie at 
Nice in France in 2013. In 2015, she joins 
Corpus Dance Projects (Toronto) for an Asian 
tour. Recently she was at the Canada Dance 
Festival (Ottawa), in Sans Lactose by Isabelle 
Boulanger. 
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GUIDO DEL FABBRO  |  VIOLON 

Guido Del Fabbro started learning the violin at 
the age of four. In 2000-2001, he studied with 
Malcolm Goldstein. He is a member of the group 
Rouge Ciel, Rodéoscopique, Ratchet Orchestra 
and Fanfare Pourpour. He regularly works as a 
composer with the contemporary dance 
companies. He accompanied dozens of poets 
and performers in six editions of the Festival 
Voix d'Amériques. On record, he worked as a 
musician, arranger and producer with many 
artists including Philippe B, Groenland, Forêt, 
Loco Locass, Beast, Mara Tremblay, Marie-

Pierre Arthur, Jérôme Minière and Pierre Lapointe. Two of his solo projects have emerged 
on the label Ambiances Magnétiques: Carré de sable (2003) and Agrégats (2007) and 
another on & records: Ctenophora)  

LANA TOMLIN  |  VIOLON 

Lana Tomlin has earned a Bachelor in Music 
with a Double Major in Violin Performance and 
Music History from McGill University and a 
Master's of Music and a Certificate in Orchestral 
Excerpts from the University of Ottawa. She 
currently performs as a violinist and violist in 
many orchestras in the  Montréal region, 
including l'Orchestre Métropolitain de Montréal, 
both Orchestre Symphonique of Gatineau and 
Sherbrooke. She has performed internationally 
in France, Belgium, Switzerland and Germany 
with the contemporary music ensemble Tuyo, 

the singer/songwriter Klô Pelgag and the contemporary dance collective Alt-Shift. Lana has 
performed or recorded with pop artists, such as The Besnard Lakes, Adam Cohen, Kid 
Koala, Kandle and the Krooks, Barbra Streisand, Pink Martini, Corneille, Colin James, 
Chromeo, Roch Voisine, Bruno Pelletier, VioleTT Pi and Pif Paf Hangover.  
.  
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CONTACT : 

In Quebec 

Anne-Flore de Rochambeau 

+1 (514) 969-2660 

anne-flore.dr@hotmail.fr 

In British Columbia  

Liliane Moussa 

+1 (514) 803-8940 

lili_moussa@hotmail.com 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